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Glucose Turnover and Disposal in Maturity-Onset Diabetes

H. F. BOWENand J. A. MOORHOUSE

From the Endocrine and Metabolism Laboratory, Winnipeg General Hospital
and the Departments of Physiology and Medicine, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3E OZ3

ABS T R A C T The glucose turnover rate in maturity-
onset diabetes in man has been variously reported as
increased, normal, and decreased. The present experi-
ments suggest that these discrepancies may have been
due to methodology, and to nonrecognition of a cir-
cadian cycle in the glucose turnover rate that is present
in health, and marked in diabetes.

During the early morning hours the glucose turn-
over rate in maturity-onset diabetes is increased in
proportion to the fasting blood glucose level. It may
reach three to four times the rate found in health.
During the evening hours the increments are about
one-half as great.

The glucose outflow rate constant, k, lower in dia-
betes than in health, is also lower in both groups in
the evening than in the morning.

An analysis of the relative contributions of glucose
overproduction and underutilization to the development
of hyperglycemia in maturity-onset diabetes indicates
that overproduction is the greater factor. The relative
role of underutilization appears to increase as the fast-
ing blood glucose level increases.

The circulating glucose oxidation rate in maturity-
onset diabetes is only slightly lower than in health,
but the fraction oxidized is markedly lower, and only
a small fraction is excreted.

The principal conclusion is that in maturity-onset
diabetes there is a hypertrophied flux of endogenous
glucose, most of which is neither oxidized nor excreted.
The precursors and the qualitative and quantitative
metabolic fates of this excess glucose are unknown.

INTRODUCTION

The endogenous glucose turnover rate in maturity-
onset diabetes in man is variously reported as de-
creased (1, 2), normal (3-10) and increased (11, 12).
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We have examined aspects of methodology and of
diurnal variability that appear to relate to this problem.

METHODS

Preliminary examination of tracer technics
Healthy subjects. Seven healthy subjects, aged 40-79,

received 10 ,uCi of [U-C']glucose' as a single injection
(15, 16) and as a primed constant infusion (17, 18) in
varied sequence on separate days at 9:00 a.m. after a 14-h
fast. Antecubetal venous blood samples were withdrawn
at intervals for measurement of glucose level and radio-
activity.

After the single injections, 12 blood samples were ob-
tained over 4 h. The fractional radioactivity disappearance
rate was higher during the first than the last 2 h (k = 0.81
+SE 0.04; k = 0.62±SE 0.05, P <0.01). Glucose turnover
rates were calculated from pool size (isotope dilution) X k.

The primed constant infusion method (18) is described
below.

The results of these paired measurements are shown
in Table I. The values for glucose turnover by the primed
infusion technic are lower than those derived from the
single injection technic, especially in comparison to values
based upon the commonly used early portion of the decay
curve. In these paired experiments they also exhibit a
lower intersubject standard error. The judgment was
reached that the primed infusion technic was more pre-
cise, and probably more accurate.

In other preliminary experiments, the glucose turnover
rate was measured by a nonprimed constant [U-C14]glucose
infusion, equilibrium specific activity being estimated by
tangent analysis of the blood radioactivity. In some sub-
jects this method gave a value very similar to that from
a primed infusion; in others the value was substantially
higher. Results of seven paired experiments were: primed
infusion, 5.6±SE 0.2 g/h; unprimed infusion, 7.0±SE 0.5
g/h. The conclusion was that prediction of the plateau
value by this method is not dependable.

1The uniformly labeled isotope is not diluted by glucose
formed in the liver by the recycling of glucose through
lactate (13, 14). In this paper, the term "glucose turn-
over" refers to new, nonrecycled glucose derived from
nonlabeled precursors.
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TABLE I
Comparison of Glucose Turnover Rates Obtained in

Healthy Subjects by Single Injection and
by Primed Constant Infusion

Constant
Single injection infusion

with
1st half decay 2nd half decay primer

Subject curve curve dose

g/h
K. L. 7.7 6.4 4.5
E. G. 8.1 7.0 6.2
Rt. C. 8.1 6.6 4.8
B. M1. 7.6 6.8 5.3
A. C. 4.7 3.7 5.3
E. P. 6.8 6.4 5.9
R. A. 7.9 6.4 5.2

Mean
±SEM 7.34±0.5 6.2±0.4 5.2±0.2

Difficulty in application of the primed infusion
technic to maturity-onset diabetes
Difficulty in estimating the circulating glucose turnover

rate in diabetic subjects because of the inconstancy of their
blood glucose level has previously been mentioned (1, 5, 8).
In the experiments preliminary to this study, it was ob-
served that the glucose level in untreated maturity-onset
diabetic subjects characteristically declined during the day-
time hours after 9 :00 a.m. (Fig. 1). The level did not
stabilize with longer fasting, but rather by the next morn-
ing it rose to or toward its original value, and then de-
clined throughout the second day (Fig. 1). Although these
responses varied somewhat between subjects (Fig. 1), it
became clear that a circadian blood glucose cycle exists in
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FIGURE 1 Blood glucose levels during a 42-h fast in two
diabetic subjects.

maturity diabetes. This was subsequently studied (19). The
higher blood levels occur during the early morning and
the lower levels during the early evening. It was decided
that a satisfactory isotopic study of glucose turnover in
diabetes could best be done at these times, when the blood
glucose levels sufficiently approximate a steady state to
allow an equilibrium specific activity to occur.

In all the studies now to be described, a primed infusion
of [U-C"]glucose was administered between the hours of
6:00 and 9:30 a.m. on one day, and 6:00 and 9:30 p.m. on
another day, in varied sequence.

Glucose turnover and oxidation by the primed
infusion technic
A new group of 10 healthy persons and 10 patients with

maturity-onset diabetes (Table II) was chosen. All were
ambulatory and in good health apart from diabetes. Treat-
ment was stopped. Usual diet was maintained until 6.5 h
before the test (11:30 a.m. or p.m.), at which time the
subject had a meat sandwich and a glass of milk, and
then fasted. His habitual food-intake pattern was not
otherwise disturbed, because blood glucose cyclicity is not
dependent upon it (Fig. 1; 19), and because doing so
might have induced an unstable adaptive period within the
glucose control system. He arrived at the laboratory at
5:30 a.m. or p.m., voided, and lay down. An indwelling
catheter was inserted into a forearm vein, and a blood
sample obtained for blood glucose, plasma insulin, and
plasma growth hormone estimations.

At 6:00, a priming dose (see Appendix) of [U-C"]glu-
cose was injected, and a constant infusion lasting 3.5 h
was started. Six venous blood samples were collected from a
catheter in the opposite arm at equal intervals, beginning after
60 min, for estimation of glucose level and radioactivity.

The point at which equilibrium specific activity was
reached was judged by inspection of the data. In health, all
six specific activity values formed a plateau in 13 of the
20 studies, and in only one study was equilibration delayed
until the last hour. In diabetes, specific activity equilibration
occurred in the following numbers of samples counted from
the end of the experiment: six in seven studies; five in one
study; four in three studies; three in five studies; and two
in three studies. In one diabetic subject equilibration did
not occur, and asymptotic specific activity was calculated
by tangent analysis. The stability of the equilibrium spe-
cific activities in the diabetic subjects was similar to that
in health (mean percent variation about the estimated pla-
teau +SE, 4.1±0.3 vs. 3.9+0.4, respectively).

Before each of the last two blood samples in nine healthy
and seven diabetic subjects, a 10-min expired air sample
was collected in a Douglas bag for estimation of C02
content and radioactivity. Agreement between the values
for C02 specific activity in these samples was observed
(43.6±SE 3.5 vs. 45.2+3.7 cpm/mg, respectively, P > 0.1).
Nevertheless, it is probable that equilibration within the
body bicarbonate pool had not been reached (20-23); if
so, the amount of circulating glucose converted to C02
during these experiments is underestimated.

At the end of the infusion, the subject provided a urine
sample for estimation of glucose content.

The following equations were employed:

Glucose turnover rate (g/h) =

[U-C'4]glucose infusion rate (cpm/min) X 60
glucose specific activity (cpm/mg) X 1000
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TABLE II
Characteristics of the Healthy and Diabetic Subjects

Fasting blood Urinary glucose
Subject Weight Surface glucose level loss

No. Age Sex Height Weight ideal wt. area a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

in. Ibs. % m2 mg/100 ml g/h
Healthy subjects

1 40 F 62 176 146 1.81 85 69
2 46 M 68 156 105 1.83 79 79
3 50 F 67 176 112 1.91 78 75
4 46 M 69 187 123 2.01 95 90
5 66 F 63 123 100 1.57 56 78
6 61 F 63 164 133 1.78 81 72 -
7 82 M 67 151 105 1.80 72 77 - -
8 55 F 58 132 123 1.72 75 101
9 59 F 65 161 122 1.86 92 83

10 64 - F 59 142 129 1.58 87 91 -

Diabetic subjects
1 70 F 64 151 110 1.74 183 162 1.4 0.5
2 61 MI 63 144 112 1.75 175 154 0.5 0.2
3 59 F 64 153 120 1.73 278 2(0). 6.6 1.0
4 77 Ml 63 172 133 1.81 258 233 2.3 2.4
5 60 F 61 157 135 1.71 308 223 4.3 0.5
6 74 M 62 175 138 1.82 287 257 0.9 2.6
7 65 M 66 209 148 2.03 160 120 -
8 61 F 65 190 144 1.93 154 122 -
9 57 M 65 146 107 1.74 154 123

10 67 F 66 209 155 2.03 186 138 1.9

%CO2from glucose=

CO2specific activity (cpm/mg) X44X6X 100
glucose specific activity (cpm/mg) X 180

Amount of glucose to CO2 (g/h)=

%CO2from glucoseXCO2 production rate (g/h)X 180
44X6

T0 glucose to C02=

amount of glucose to CO2 (g/h) X 100
glucose turnover rate (g/h)

Analytic methods
Glucose. Radioactive glucose was isolated from 10 ml of

whole blood as [C4]potassium gluconate (24), and counted
in a liquid scintillator (25). The recovery rate from whole
blood was 33.1±0.7%o; its coefficient of variation was 7.6%o.
Radioactivity in the infusate was determined by adding an
aliquot to 10 ml of preinfusion blood, and taking it through
the above procedure. Blood glucose levels were determined
by the Technicon ferricyanide method (Technicon Corpo-
ration, Ardsley, N. Y.).

Carbon dioxide. Expired air C02 content was measured
by infrared absorption (Model 16 Medical C02 Analyzer,
Liston-Becker Instrument Co., Stamford, Conn.). 2.0 liter
of expired air was assayed for radioactive C02 by the

method of Fredrickson and Ono (26). Recovery rate, deter-
mined by the measurement of [C14] CO2 evolved from the
quantitative potassium persulfate oxidation of [U-C14] glu-
cose, was 100+SD 2%o. Variation about the mean of dupli-
cate analysis was 1.8±SD 1.2%o. The volume of the re-
maining expired air was determined by passage through a
gas-flow meter (Model S-M-210, American Meter Controls,
Philadelphia). All volumes were corrected to STP.

Insulin and growth hormones. Immunoassayable serum
levels of insulin and growth hormone (standard courtesy
of National Pituitary Agency, NIH, Baltimore) were de-
termined by double-antibody technics based upon those of
Morgan and Lazarow (27).

RESULTS
Glucose turnover in health and diabetes by the primed

infusion technic. Fig. 2 shows the relationship of the
glucose turnover rate to body surface area in the morn-
ing and in the evening in the 10 healthy subjects. The
correlation coefficients are higher than those between
turnover rate and percent ideal body weight (a.m.;
r =-0.36, P > 0.3; p.m.; r = 0.01, P > 0.9). This
suggested that the relationship to body size is due to
intersubject differences in lean body mass rather than
to obesity. In any case, because of this relationship,
the rates in all subjects were normalized to a surface
area of 1.8 m2 by the equations in Fig. 2. A significant
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FIGURE 2 The relationship of the circulating glucose turn-
over rate to body surface area in the morning and in the
evening in the 10 healthy subjects. The numbers identify
the subjects (Table II). All data were subsequently nor-
malized to a surface area of 1.8 m2, indicated by the vertical
bar, according to the equations shown.

relationship of the glucose turnover rate to age was
not present (a.m.; r =-0.31, P > 0.3; p.m.; r=
- 0.38, P > 0.2) in this small group of subjects over
age 40.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship of the glucose turn-
over rate to the postabsorptive blood glucose level in
the morning and in the evening in the healthy subjects.
The rates range from 3 to 6 g/h/1.8 m2. They were
significantly higher in the morning than in the evening
(t = 3.27, P < 0.005). At both times there is a sig-
nificant correlation with the blood glucose level.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship of the glucose turnover
rate to the postabsorptive blood glucose level in the
morning and in the evening in the subjects with un-
treated maturity-onset diabetes. Note the difference in
scales between this figure and Fig. 3. In the lower
left corner are plotted the regression lines fitted to the
data from the healthy subjects (Fig. 3), reduced to
scale. The single circles, to which the long straight
line is fitted, indicate the glucose turnover rates in
the diabetic subjects in the morning. These values
range between 8 and 18 g/h/1.8 m2. They show a
marked and apparently linear correlation with the
blood glucose level. The downward extrapolation of
this regression nearly intersects the data from the
healthy subjects. Six of the diabetic subjects were
treated with two daily injections of lente insulin for
7-10 days, and retested in the morning. The results
(double circles) fall close to the regression lines fitted
to the data from the untreated diabetic subjects and
from the healthy subjects. The squares are the data
from the untreated diabetic subjects in the evening.
As in the healthy subjects, these data are lower than

those obtained in the morning (t = 4.35, P < 0.001);
and they form a different regression in relation to the
prevailing blood glucose level. This regression appears
to be curved, so that at lower blood glucose values the
distinction between the two relationships is lost. The
lines in the diagram are descriptive only of the ap-
pearance of the data; some aspects of their meaning are
unclear. The degree of lessening of the evening glucose
turnover rate in the diabetic subjects is variable, but
sometimes very marked, especially in those with high
blood glucose levels; the purpose of Table III is to
make this point succinct.

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 4. The data in it were
obtained by subtracting the rate of urine glucose loss
(Table II) from the respective glucose turnover rate
(Fig. 4 and Table III). The difference is the rate of
tissue glucose uptake. Its relationships to the prevailing
blood glucose level are qualitatively the same as those
for the total glucose turnover rate in Fig. 4. Thus,
urine glucose loss contributes in a quantitatively minor
way to the glucose turnover-concentration relationship
in maturity-onset diabetes, and does not determine its
nature.

Pathogenesis of hyperglycemia in maturity-onset di-
abetes. In any pool-flow system, level is determined
by the rate of inflow and the resistance to outflow. The
primed infusion technic measures the glucose inflow
rate. Thus the elevation of the blood glucose level in
maturity-onset diabetes results in part at least from
an increased glucose inflow rate. Is the resistance to
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FIGURE 3 The relationship of the circulating glucose turn-
over rate to the fasting blood glucose level in the morning
and in the evening in the healthy subjects. The blood glu-
cose level has pragmatically been assigned to the x-axis
because it is the value commonly measured.
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in the morning (double circles). The curved regression
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treated diabetic subjects (squares). The numbers identify
the subjects (Table II).

glucose outflow also increased, or does it remain the
same as in health?

An expression of the resistance to glucose outflow
is the coefficient k, which is the percent of the glucose
pool removed per minute. The value of k for each sub-
ject was derived as follows. The mean (i.e. morning
and evening) glucose space was calculated (18) from
the dilution of the primer dose of [U-C'4]glucose (the
variation of these duplicate estimates from their respec-
tive means was 3.5±SD 3.5%). Then:

k =I U X 100
VX R

where I = the infusion rate of counts (dpm/min), U
= the urinary loss of counts (dpm/min) V = the glu-
cose space (1) and R = glucose radioactivity in plasma
water (blood glucose radioactivity +. 0.83; dpm/liter).

The relationship of k to the fasting blood glucose
level in the morning and in the evening in health and
in maturity-onset diabetes is shown in Fig. 6. In ac-

cordance with the rate-concentration relationships in

TABLE I I I
Diurnal Variation in Glucose Turnover Rate in

Maturity-Onset Diabetes

Diabetic
Subject FBS Glucose turnover rate Evening

x 100No. a. m. p. m. Morning Evening morning

mg/O00 ml g/h/1.8 m2
8 154 122 8.0 7.2 90
9 154 123 8.2 6.7 82
7 160 120 8.7 5.8 67
2 1 75 151 8.6 5.7 66
1 183 162 9.2 6.9 75

10 186 138 8.2 6.2 75
4 253 243 13.4 10.2 76
3 278 200 14.8 6.9 47
6 287 266 13.8 10.2 74
5 308 223 18.1 9.6 53

The subjects are ranked according to their morning blood glucose level.
FBS, fasting blood glucose level.

Fig. 5, k is less (i.e. resistance is greater) in the eve-
ning than in the morning in healthy subjects (t=
2.91; P < 0.02), and in those diabetic subjects whose
evening blood glucose level was greater than 150 mg/
100 ml (t = 3.46; P < 0.1); this change is appropriate
to glucose level maintenance, as the glucose inflow
declines toward evening. The k values are generally
less in the diabetic than in the healthy subjects, but
overlap occurs. The data give the overall appearance
of a curvilinear decline in k as the blood glucose level
increases. Treatment of diabetes with insulin tended
to restore k to within the normal range. The data indi-
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cate that the increase in the blood glucose level in
maturity-onset diabetes is caused in part by an increase
in the resistance to glucose outflow, as well as in the
rate of glucose inflow.

Overproduction vs. underutilization. The conclusion
that both the glucose inflow rate and outflow resistance
are increased in maturity diabetes relates to the long-
standing debate about the relative quantitative contri-
butions of glucose overproduction and underutilization.
Can it be resolved for this form of diabetes? The wide
range of values both in the healthy and in the diabetic
subj ects for the glucose inflow rate and for k suggests
that these relative contributions are variable amongst
individuals. In any case, the scatter of the data is such
that they cannot be calculated for individuals in this
cross-sectional study. Nevertheless, it appeared that
one might visualize, from average values and relation-
ships what happens to glucose kinetics in a hypothetic,
reference man as he develops maturity-onset diabetes,
and it proved interesting to do so. The rationale is as
follows.

At equilibrium within the blood glucose control sys-
tem there are four interrelated values: the blood glucose
level, the glucose space, the rate of glucose inflow,
and the glucose outflow rate constant. If three are
known, the fourth can be calculated. Consider the
blood glucose level. At equilibrium, the rate of glucose
outflow is established by the rate of glucose inflow;
the glucose pool size necessary to achieve that rate of
glucose outflow is established by the glucose outflow
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FIGURE 6 The relationship of the glucose outflow rate
constant, k, to the fasting blood glucose level in the morn-
ing and in the evening in the healthy and in the maturity-
onset diabetic subjects. The curved regression lines were
visually fitted to the morning and evening data. The points
from the subjects subsequently treated with two daily doses
of lente insulin, and retested in the morning, are indicated
by the double circles. The numbers identify the subjects
(Table II).
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FIGURE 7 An hypothetic analysis of the relative contri-
bution of glucose overproduction and underutilization to
the development of hyperglycemia in a reference diabetic
man having a surface area of 1.8 m2 and average values
for glucose space, rate of inflow, and resistance to out-
flow. a. The relationship of the circulating-glucose space
to body surface area. The intercept for 1.8 m2 is 18.1 liters.
b. The relationship of the glucose outflow rate constant
to the glucose entry rate. c. Hypothetic blood glucose levels
(X) in the reference diabetic subject, and actual blood
glucose levels (0) in the subjects of this study. The lower
line indicates the average glucose level for healthy sub-
jects. The middle line (X --- X) indicates the hypothetic
levels in the diabetic subject if the glucose entry rate alone
had increased, and the value of k had remained the same
as in health. Thus the shaded area //// represents the
component of hyperglycemia contributed by glucose over-
production. The upper line (X -X) indicates the hypo-
thetic levels derived from the observed average changes
of both k and the glucose entry rate (panel b). Thus the
shaded area \\\\ represents the component of hypergly-
cemia contributed by glucose underutilization. The circles
show the actual blood glucose levels observed in the dia-
betic subjects. The difference between the circles and the
upper line reflects the effect of urine glucose loss upon the
blood glucose level; this loss from the glucose pool would
not affect the proportional contributions to it of over-
production and underutilization. See text for further details.

rate constant; the blood glucose level required to pro-
vide that pool size is established by the glucose space. It
follows that one can dissect out the two component
causes of the rise in the blood glucose level in diabetes.

Consider a reference man having a surface area of
1.8 m', and the average values for glucose space, rate

3038 H. F. Bowen and J. A. Moorhouse



TABLE IV
Glucose Oxidation in the Healthy and in the

Diabetic Subjects

Healthy Diabetic
subjects subjects

Body surface area, m2 1.76±0.05 1.8340.04
Total C02 production, g/h a.m. 17.84±1.0 20.1 ±0.8

p.m. 18.5-1Al.1 21.0±1.2
Amount of circulating a.m. 2.84±0.3 2.5 40.2

glucose to C02, g/h* p.m. 2.6 ±0.3 2.2 ±0.2
Percent of circulating a.m. 64±f47 2443 P < 0.001

glucose to C02* p.m. 6448 2844 P < 0.01
P <0.05

Percent of C02 from a.m. 21.0 42.0 18.3 41.4
circulating glucose* i).m. 20.6±fi1.3 15.6±1.40 P < (.01

P < 0.02

Values are means-LSEM. P values are derived by paired or unpaired
Student I tests; only those which indicate statistical significance are shown.
* The amounts shown are underestimates (see Discussion).

of inflow, and resistance to outflow seen in this study,
and refer to Fig. 7. His glucose space, determined
from the regression of space on surface area (Fig. 7a),
is 18.1 liters. Before his diabetes, his glucose inflow
rate is 4.9 g/h, and his glucose outflow rate constant
is 0.47 (Fig. 7b). From these three values, his fasting
blood glucose level (FBS) of 79 mg/100 ml (bottom
line, Fig. 7c) can be calculated by the equation:

0 X 0.83
S X 0.01k

where 0 = the glucose outflow rate (which is equal to
the glucose inflow) in g/min, 0.83 = the ratio of water
to solids in whole blood, and S = the glucose space in
decaliters.

Next, suppose that as this reference man becomes
diabetic, his glucose inflow rate rises, but his glucose
outflow rate constant does not change. Then according
to the above equation, the middle line in Fig. 7c would
result. Thus the lower shaded portion of Fig. 7c repre-
sents the fraction of the increment of the blood glucose
level attributable to excess glucose production as the
reference man develops maturity-onset diabetes of in-
creasing severity. Finally, the top line in Fig. 7c is
derived by substituting for the average normal value
for k in the equation, the average value which actually
occurred in the subjects with maturity-onset diabetes
of varying severity (Fig. 7b). Thus the upper shaded
portion of Fig. 7c represents the fraction of the incre-
ment of the blood glucose level attributable to his ten-
dency to glucose underutilization as the reference man
develops increasingly severe maturity-onset diabetes.
The actual blood glucose values (open circles) are lower
than those shown by the top line because of glycosuria;
the urine glucose loss will, however, be derived from
the two fractions in the same proportion as their con-

tribution to the hypertrophy of the glucose pool. Ac-
cordingly to this overall analysis, underutilization tends
to be somewhat the smaller of the two fractions, but
tends to increase toward equality as the degree of di-
abetes increases.

Serum insulin and growth hormone levels. Fig. 8
shows the relationship of the serum immunoreactive
insulin level to the fasting blood glucose level in the
morning and in the evening in the healthy subjects and
in the diabetic subjects who had not previously received
insulin. There is no correlation at either time between
these levels in health or in diabetes, nor is there a
significant difference between the serum insulin levels
found in the morning and in the evening. There is thus
no evidence from this study that the relationship of
the glucose turnover rate either to the blood glucose
level or to the time of day is mediated by alterations
in the serum insulin level. The possibility of a change
in the portal serum insulin level not perceptible in
peripheral serum is not excluded.

Serum immunoreactive growth hormone levels were
measured in each subject. In both health and diabetes
they ranged between 0.1 and 3.0 ng/ml. The levels
were not different in health and diabetes, and they
showed no relationship to either the blood glucose
level or the time of day.

Glucose disposal in maturity-onset diabetes. Table
IV and Fig. 9 show the fractional disposal of circulat-
ing glucose to C02, to excretion, and to other fates in
the morning and in the evening in the healthy and in
the diabetic subjects. Time-related and diabetes-related
differences in absolute glucose oxidation rates, and in
the fraction of C02 derived from circulating glucose,
were absent or minor (Table IV, rows 3 and 5). The
diabetes-related drop in the fractional glucose oxidation
rate was very large (row 4), because of the much
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FIGURE 8 The relationship of the serum insulin level to
the fasting blood glucose level in the morning and in the
evening in the healthy subjects and in those diabetic sub-
jects who had not previously received insulin injections.
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FIGURE 9 The amount of glucose oxidized to CO2 and
the amount of glucose excreted in the urine in relation
to the total glucose turnover rate in the morning and in
the evening in the healthy and in the diabetic subjects. The
wider bars on the left indicate the mean+SEM of the
values obtained in the healthy subjects. The remaining bars
indicate the values obtained in the individual diabetic sub-
jects identified by the number (Table II) at the top of
the bars. The effect of treatment with depot insulin is
shown at the upper right. A principal purpose of the figure
is to indicate the large amount of circulating glucose in
maturity-onset diabetic subjects that is neither oxidized
nor excreted (upper clear portion of the bars), and the
metabolic fate of which is presently unknown. FBS, fasting
blood glucose level.

higher glucose turnover rate in the diabetic subjects.
In health the majority, but in diabetes the minority, of
circulating glucose was irreversibly removed from the
body by oxidation or excretion (Fig. 9). The principal
purpose of Fig. 9 (clear upper bars) is to make the
point that the metabolic fate of the excess circulating
glucose in rihaturity-onset diabetes is unknown. Fig. 9
also demonstrates that with conventional depot-insulin
treatment, fractional as well as total glucose disposal
returns to normal if the fasting blood glucose level is
restored to its normal range, but not if the glucose level
remains elevated.

DISCUSSION
Experimental diabetes in insulin-deficient animals is
characterized by an increase in hepatic gluconeogenesis
(28, 29) and glucose output (30-32), and by a decrease

in tissue glucose uptake (32, 33) and oxidation (31,
33, 34), with diversion of glucose to renal excretion
(31, 32). The syndrome is consistent with the action
of insulin on the metabolism of glucose in the liver
(35) and at the periphery.

The patlhophysiology of circulating glucose mettabo-
lism in juvenile-onset, insulin-dependent diabetes in
man is somewhat less clear. The hepatic glucose output
has been reported both as increased (5, 12, 36, 37)
and as normal (38). Tissue glucose oxidation is said to
be decreased (1, 5, 8), while tissue glucose uptake has
been reported both as increased (12) and as normal
(36). These possible differences from experimental in-
sulin deficiency have not been evaluated, but likely are
related to severity and to preceding treatment. It is
probable that juvenile-onset diabetes in man is the ana-
logue of insulin deficiency in animals.

The literature on the pathophysiology of circulating
glucose metabolism in maturity-onset diabetes in man
is even more confusing. Most papers report the glucose
turnover rate to be normal (3-10). Others, however,
report it to be decreased (1, 2); and still others report
it to be increased (11, 12). The glucose oxidation rate
likewise has been reported both as normal (1, 5) and
decreased (8).

The present data indicate that in fasting maturity-
onset diabetic subjects the glucose turnover rate is in-
creased in proportion to the blood glucose level, with
little diversion of glucose to urinary excretion, and
that the rate of glucose oxidation is slightly decreased.

Possible reasons for the diversity of findings in
the past
Method. Most studies of glucose turnover in man

have been done with a single-injection isotope technic
(1, 5, 6-14, 39-49). Despite the view that results ob-
tained by this method are verifiable (14, 50, 51), it
has generally given values for glucose turnover in
health from 50 to 150% higher than those obtained in
the present experiments with the primed infusion tech-
nic. This discrepancy is consistent with our own com-
parative findings (Table I). The single-injection tech-
nic produces a decay curve that exhibits at least two
exponential components (see Methods and 1, 8, 10, 44.
47-49, 52, 53). Unless these components can be re-
solved (54), this technic tends to overestimate either
the glucose pool size or the outflow rate constant (55,
56), and therefore the glucose turnover rate. Such
errors may in some studies have obscured lower glucose
turnover rate found in health, when compared to ma-
turity diabetes.

It must, however, be added that the values for glucose
turnover in health in this study also are lower' than
those found in previous studies in man with the primed
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constant infusion technic (2, 23, 57). Possible reasons
for this are: First, the mean age of our subjects was 57
yr, a circumstance directed by a radiation safety regu-
lation of the Atomic Energy Commission of Canada;
the mean subject age in the study of Kreisberg, Pen-
nington, and Boshell (57) was 26 yr, while the sub-
ject ages in the studies of Kalant, Csorba, and Heller
(2) and of Paul and Bortz (23) are not given.
Second, special care was taken in this study to maintain
basal metabolic conditions. Third, the expression of
biologic data as units per unit body weight (2, 57)
may distort them (58). Fourth, Kalant and associates
(2) incorporated an estimate of the glucose pool size
into their calculations; it is not clear (23, 57) that
this adjustment is appropriate to steady-state kinetics.

A range of glucose turnover values similar to that
found in the present study does appear in isolated
reports both with the single-injection isotope technic
(40), and with the hepatic vein catheterization technic
(59). Not all of the reasons for the marked discrepan-
cies between the glucose turnover rates found in healthy
subjects by various laboratories are readily apparent.

Circadian variation. During the forenoon hours usu-
ally assigned to metabolism experiments, the fasting
blood glucose level in maturity-onset diabetic subjects
is substantially declining (Fig. 1; 5, 19). This decline
results from a profound circadian variation in the
circulating glucose inflow rate (Fig. 4, Table III).
The average decrease in the glucose inflow rate by
evening compared to the morning was 30% (range
10-53%). This value is exclusive of a possible change
in the inflow of recycled glucose not measured by the
uniformly labeled isotope. It may have been somewhat
influenced by, but is not attributable to (Fig. 1, 19),
the normal circadian diet pattern (see Methods). It is
not surprising that the literature about circulating
glucose metabolism in maturity-onset diabetes is con-
fusing, when a circadian pattern of this magnitude has
remained previously unrecognized. This pattern has the
effect of diminishing the difference between healthy and
diabetic subjects as the day goes on, and making steady-
state analysis of daytime glucose-tracer experiments
hazardous in diabetes.

Circulating glucose metabolism in maturity-onset
diabetes in man
Increased glucose inflow rate. The glucose inflow

rate increases proportionately to the fasting blood glu-
cose level. This relationship is an extension of that
present in health (Figs. 3 and 4), and is consistent
with that observed in sheep (60). It is such that during
the early morning, at a blood glucose level of 300 mg/
100 ml, the glucose inflow rate is approximately three
to four times normal; during the evening the increment

is about one-half as great. The present data are similar
in nature to those of Forbath and Hetenyi (12) despite
the difference in methodology.

Increased glucose outflow rate. The glucose outflow
rate (tissue glucose uptake) also is increased, in a
manner qualitatively similar to that of the glucose
inflow rate (Fig. 5). This finding follows from the
relatively stable blood glucose level at the times of
these studies, and from the small urinary glucose loss.
It is not presently clear whether in this respect ma-
turity-onset diabetes differs qualitatively, or only quan-
titatively, from juvenile-onset diabetes and from ex-
perimental insulin deficiency.

Decreased glucose outflow rate constant. The value
of k is diminished proportionately to the increase in
the fasting blood glucose level (Fig. 6). The relation-
ship is such that during the early morning at a blood
glucose level of 300 mg/100 ml, the mean k value is
38% less than in health. Thus, the increased glucose
outflow rate in diabetes occurs despite an increased
resistance to glucose removal, as a result of the rise
in the blood glucose concentration.

Contribution to hyperglycemia of glucose overproduc-
tion and underutilization. For the maturity-diabetic
group, although not for each individual, it was possible
to calculate the relative contribution to hyperglycemia
of the increased glucose inflow rate and of the decreased
glucose outflow rate constant, and to this extent resolve
the question of the roles of glucose overproduction and
underutilization (Fig. 7c). Overproduction appears to

be the greater factor and the role of underutilization
to increase with severity.

Rate concentration relationships. The reason for the
absence of evidence of saturability (61) of glucose
removal in the rate concentration relationship in the
diabetic subjects (absence of plateauing in Fig. 5) is
not clear. This absence is not an artifact of the primed
infusion technic (62), but may result from the limited
number of subjects and data range.

Circadian variability. The marked circadian varia-

tion of the glucose inflow rate in the diabetic subjects
(Fig. 4, Table III) is an exaggeration of the qualita-
tively similar variation in the healthy subjects (Fig. 3).
These changes are consistent with circadian fluctua-
tions in hepatic glycogen content in animal species
(63). Their cause is unknown. They are in rather than
out of phase with the higher insulin level found in the
morning in other studies (64-68), although not in

this one, suggesting that such changes in insulin level
may be a response to, rather than a cause of, the
change in hepatic glucose output. The possibility of
primary changes in the portal insulin level has not been

investigated. There were no cyclic changes in growth
hormone levels in this study or in previous studies of
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the relevant time periods (69, 70). The alteration in
hepatic glucose formation is consistent in phase with
the serum cortisol cycle, but is said to survive, at least
in part, adrenalectomy and hypophysectomy (63). It
may be light-mediated (71). It may reflect multifac-
torial variation in hepatic gluconeogenetic enzymes
(72-74) coordinated with respect to time in some un-
known way by the hypothalamus (74).

The lessened k value for glucose outflow during the
evening in comparison to the morning is probably re-
lated in part to the lower serum insulin level said to
prevail at that time (64-66), which may in turn result
from the decrease in the glucose inflow rate. However,
insulin sensitivity is also said to be diminished in the
evening (75). The lower outflow rate constant is con-
sistent with the lessening of glucose tolerance in the
afternoon as compared to the morning (68, 76-78).

Response of glucose turnover rate to insulin therapy.
When the fasting blood glucose level in the diabetic
subjects was lowered by treatment with depot insulin,
the glucose turnover rate also correspondingly dimin-
ished, in accordance with the rate concentration rela-
tionship established by the data from the untreated dia-
betic and healthy subjects (Fig. 4). Similarly, the
glucose outflow rate constant rose (Fig. 6). Thus, as
it is used pharmacologically in conventional diabetes
management, depot insulin is 'capable of restoring not
only a normal fasting blood glucose level, but also a
normal glucose inflow rate, and a normal balance be-
tween glucose inflow and the resistance to glucose out-
flow. The alternative possibility, that the pharmaco-
logic use of insulin might have lowered the blood glu-
cose level by disproportionately augmenting glucose
outflow, and thus allowing the increased glucose turn-
over rate to continue, did not occur. In this sense, then,
conventional treatment with depot insulin constitutes
physiologic replacement in the fasting state.

However, the fact that the increased glucose flux in
maturity-onset diabetes can be corrected by the phar-
macologic use of exogenous insulin does not necessarily
imply that this increase is caused primarily by insulin
lack. The present studies do not provide evidence that
this is so. In particular, the large circadian changes in
glucose flux appear to be independent at least of changes
in the peripheral serum insulin levels. A multifactorial
interaction between a primary disorder of gluconeo-
genesis (79), impaired beta-cell insulin reserve, and
other intersubject variables (80) that relate to the
occurrence of diabetes within members of a population
seems more probable.

Relationship of glucose oxidation to glucose turnover.
In healthy subjects, 64% of circulating glucose ap-
peared as expired C02, and 21 % of C02 was derived
from circulating glucose. With isolated exceptions (23,

31, 57), these fractions are in general agreement with
the corresponding values in the literature for man (1,
5, 8, 15, 41, 45, 46, 48, 81) and for animals (33, 34,
82-84). Nevertheless, they are probably substantial
underestimates. It has been pointed out that isotopic
equilibration within the bicarbonate pool in man (22,
23), in contrast to that of small laboratory animals
with rapid metabolic rates (85), is not complete even
after several hours. Paul and Bortz (23) found an
average values of 37% of expired C02 derived from
circulating glucose in postabsorptive subjects; because
of their higher values for glucose turnover, the frac-
tion of circulating glucose appearing as C02 was the
same as in the present study. The problem is in need
of further clarification. It relates to the possibility that
glucose may not be the only source of cerebral C02
production (86, 87) even early in the postabsorptive
state.

While doubt is thus cast upon the absolute values
for glucose oxidation, there seems no reason to think
that bicarbonate kinetics would differ in health and
diabetes (5). Accordingly, the underestimates are prob-
ably similar in the two groups of subjects, and the
data would appear to be valid for comparative purposes.

The results of previous comparisons of the glucose
oxidation rate in maturity-onset diabetes and in health
have been variable (1, 5, 8). In this study the rate
was slightly decreased in diabetes (Table IV). In
juvenile-onset diabetes in man (1, 8), and in experi-
mental diabetes in animals (31, 33, 34), the rate of
glucose oxidation has been consistently decreased.

The present study provides a different perspective
of the glucose oxidation rate in maturity-onset diabetes
than do previous studies, because of the demonstration
that the glucose turnover rate is markedly increased.
Thus, while it may be true that the absolute rate of
disposal -of circulating glucose to C02 is only margin-
ally reduced in this form of diabetes, the fraction of
the circulating glucose appearing as C02 becomes
markedly diminished as the blood glucose level rises
(Fig. 9, Table IV). In the healthy subjects only 30-
40%, or 1-2 g/h, of endogenously formed glucose was
not irreversibly removed from the body as expired C02;
the glucose oxidation rate having been underestimated
(see above), this fraction is, in fact, even less. In the
subjects with severe maturity-onset diabetes, up to
70-80%, or 10-12 g/h, was neither oxidized nor ex-
creted, and even though glucose oxidation has been
underestimated, this unrecovered fraction is clearly
very much larger in health. It undergoes some unknown
internal disposal. Doubtless the absolute amounts would
vary with the duration of fasting, which in this proto-
col was relatively short. Nevertheless it is clear that in
the untreated or inadequately treated maturity-onset
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diabetic subject there is in the postabsorptive state
an internal flux of excess glucose from unknown pre-
cursors into unknown tissues and unknown metabolic
fates.

A general implication of the present findings
The marked increase in the endogenous glucose turn-

over rate in untreated maturity-onset diabetes demon-
strated in these studies, and its suppression by insulin
treatment, give a more palpable image to the disorder
of circulating glucose metabolism in this diabetic state
than that conveyed by the conventional, unidimensional,
fasting blood glucose level. The glucose level is only
the still silhouette of a greatly hypertrophied endoge-
nous glucose flux. There is no way of knowing at
present whether this excess glucose flux is harmful.
However, those who assume that control of the blood
glucose level in diabetes is not a useful therapeutic
objective might reflect upon it. Neither its origin nor
its fate are known. It is available, at least, for incor-
poration on the short term into circulating lipids (88),
and on the long term into interstitial glycoproteins
(89, 90). It could serve as a significant contributor

to the eventual demise of the diabetic patient.

APPENDIX

The amount of the priming dose for the constant [U-C14]
glucose infusions was calculated as follows: y + xt = 10,
where y = the priming dose in ACi, x = the infusion rate in
MACi/h, t = the duration of the infusion in hours and 10 = the
total dose (injected plus infused) of the radioisotope in jCi.
Sp act eq = yip, where sp act eq = equilibrium specific ac-
tivity, and p = the approximate glucose pool size (blood glu-
cose level in g/liter X 20 liters). Sp act eq = x/T, where T
= the approximate expected glucose turnover rate in g/h.
Then

y _x yT +yTt 10
p = Tx =-py+p = 10,andy= tTP 1+-~~~
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